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“Someone call 911,” directed the speaker at the podium in the middle of a formal presentation 
among a host of Orange County educators and business partners.  
 
Not the kind of words ever expected at a gathering to celebrate work occurring in Orange County 
schools. However, when a person in the audience went down and was unconscious, it was a 
warranted request. Immediately, trained people in the audience moved into position to help. 
Within minutes EMT personnel were on location and the gentleman quickly regained 
consciousness. He seemed to be okay, at least for the moment. 
 
These tense moments were obviously not planned, but were actually a great example of why 
Orange County educators are so passionate about the Pathways movement in our schools. The 
speaker was a corporate leader at Edwards Life Sciences, which produces heart valves for people 
all around the world. The venue at the Edwards Life Sciences facility was spectacular, and even 
more impressive were the students who represented some of the various pathways. The 
pathways idea is that students receive training and experiences that will prepare them for specific 
pathways in life. Public Services, which includes EMT and fire fighter training, is one of the 
pathways that was not only represented at a table, but was also instrumental in coming to help 
the gentleman who passed out. A Biomedical Pathway was also represented, obviously relevant 
with the unlikely emergency which presented itself at the gathering. (The Biomedical Pathway 
also carries relevance at Tustin High School because we offer that pathway for students.)  
 
The reason for attending the event was to support our Tustin students and their teacher. Mark 
Gleeson, Angelica Pelcastre, and Chloe Carraway joined Mr. Hernandez as part of an impressive 
display highlighting a vehicle they built to compete in an annual UCI competition. Their table was 
situated near the entrance and obviously featured as a great example of a pathway program, 
which happens to be Engineering and Architecture. This pathway is called T-Tech Academy here 
at Tustin High School and provides hands on learning for students that has immediate application 
to the workforce, as well as high level learning to support entrance into some of the most 
prestigious universities in the country.  
 
While pathway teachers dedicate a great deal of time to their professional development (which 
also includes Music Tech and Graphic Design, a part of the Arts and Media Pathway), we have 
many other teachers focused on learning and improving. This week, multiple triads of teachers 
(7 teachers in all) joined together to watch each other implement new collaborative strategies 
for working with students. As they visited each other’s classrooms, the teachers recorded 
observations demonstrated among the students. At the end of the observations, teachers met to 
debrief what was observed and note learning that transpired.  
 
In addition to our “instructional rounds” triads, several teachers gathered on Thursday to dig into 
strategies and professional development to support their work with second language learners. 



We have many students at various levels of English acquisition, and it requires skillful instruction 
to maximize learning for such students. I am so grateful for teachers here at Tustin High School 
who are willing to take risks and improve their practice. We have some great veteran teachers as 
well as some dynamic young teachers, and it would be easy for them to be content and lack 
passion for growth. However, the ethos of this school exudes learning. At Tustin High School, the 
prevailing culture is positive, forward thinking, and intentional about taking learning risks, 
regardless of teaching experience. That is not the way it is at every school. I am grateful that 
learning is a Tustin norm for everyone- including myself.  
 
Although learning in the classroom is the main focus, we also have students outside the 
classroom who continue to learn and get better. We have some winter sports teams starting to 
get recognition for their growth and improvement. Boys’ and Girls’ soccer are currently 
undefeated after a few games this season. It isn’t just about the wins though. It is obvious to me 
that there is a focus and culture of getting better among both these teams. I don’t know how far 
they will go, but it was obvious this week that both programs will be a challenge to play for any 
of our opponents.  
 
Boys’ and Girls’ Basketball have both also demonstrated some improvement early in the season. 
The boys have come together as a formidable opponent, despite being a young team. Coach 
Bossenmeyer is known for working hard and setting high expectations. His team may not be the 
tallest or most talented, but they have shown already that they will be a challenge to face on the 
court. 
 
The girls’ basketball team is in a slightly different situation with one of the most prolific scorers 
in school history, Caylee Hermanson. However, despite her talent, the girls’ team did not receive 
a lot of preseason hype. Coach Gocke has worked hard to bring the girls together as a team and 
not focus on any one individual. That has paid dividends, and the girls are coming off an 
impressive win against the #22 ranked team in Orange County. Their current ranking of #24 will 
likely move higher after their recent win. Like all of our sports teams, it isn’t about the wins or 
rankings. I am grateful for coaches committed to growing quality young people and teaching 
them lessons that they will carry throughout their lives. Knowing the intention of our programs 
makes it that much more enjoyable to celebrate their successes. 
 
It has been a good week of athletic competitions, academic highlights, and teacher professional 
development, and I think one of the most important days this week was our Late Start 
Wednesday. It started with a Just One Thing (JOT) session for our teachers. Various staff members 
presented strategies for working with our students. I participated in a session related to 
effectively engaging students led by Ryon Tanara, one of our assistant principals. Teachers were 
able to choose whichever session seemed most relevant to them- yet another example of our 
commitment to professional development and growing each other as educators.  
 
Another important aspect of our Late Start schedule was the CCR (College and Career Readiness) 
session for students. I watched a teacher work with sophomores on financial budgeting. This is 
such an important skill that is not a part of traditional high school courses, and I am grateful we 



included this in our CCR curriculum. Embedded in our vision and mission here at Tustin High 
School is preparing for current and future success. Our CCR sessions specifically focus on both 
current and future preparation. Again, I am grateful for a learning community interested in the 
whole child, not just an academic grade on a report card. Last night, I had the opportunity to 
speak to Columbus Tustin Middle School parents and students at their PTO meeting. It was 
difficult to contain my enthusiasm and passion for this school. We have some amazing students, 
teachers, parents, staff, and administrators. It isn’t that we have it all figured out, but we have 
learned a great deal about what works and continue to seek ways to get even better. I am grateful 
for Tustin High School and the people it represents.  
 
Go Tillers! 
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